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Scary Season, not so scary?
Cyber Security Awareness
Month, a good month for
cyber!
The month of October is the Cybersecurity Awareness
Month, a great time for individuals globally to become more
aware of the cyber world around us!
Thanks to the booming market of Security Analytics things
are continuing to stay sunny for cyber!
In this month’s insights we take a closer look at some of the
key players in the Security Analytics market and the part
they are playing in the big cyber news stories.
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Featured Companies
Okta

anchain.ai

YubiKeys

Lumu

panther

broadcom inc

Uptycs

exabeam

Cloudflare

gurucul

Fancy a listen?

We also take a quick look at the 2022 Gartner® Magic
Quadrant™ for SIEM that has been newly released!

In this issue:
The haunting of Web3 continues, tracking
the $9.1 Million Moola Market Exploit
You’re the pick of the patch! 2022 Gartner®
Magic Quadrant™ for SIEM released
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The haunting of Web3 continues,
tracking the $9.1 Million Moola
Market Exploit

Love at first bite? Industry-first
detection system. Making your
Kubernetes Deployments hackerproof

On October 18th, 2022, Moola Market was exploited,
with hackers making off with roughly $9.1.

New features provide threat detection for container
runtime correlated with the Kubernetes control plane
attacks.

Read article

Read article

Bow down, witches - Security
Analytics Market is booming

Trick or Treat? Going Phishless
Recent targeted phishing attacks against Twilio,
Cloudflare and other companies reinforce the need for
companies to adapt phishless forms of Multi-factor
Authentication (MFA).

Security Analytics is estimated to grow at a
compound annual growth rate of 17.5% between
2020 and 2027!This cyberattack is a perfect example
of the evolution of cyberattacks. Industry experts
weigh in.

Read article

Read article

Vampires attacking smaller
organisations and silver bullets
won’t stop them!

You’re the pick of the patch! 2022
Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for
SIEM released

“There is no silver bullet for organisations to protect
themselves from compromise, but there are critical
steps to take to understand your potential exposure
and make sure that your cybersecurity protocols are
aligned accordingly.”

Cloud-Native Security Analytics and Operations
Platform recognized for most innovative and
differentiated capability
Read article

Read article
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A catch up with...

Isabel Bardsley-Garcia - Director of
Information Security & Technology at Helion
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What did you want to do when you
‘grew up’?

What ambitions do you still have?
I want to build a comprehensive
information security program for a
company whos mission I believe in.

I wanted to either be an accountant or
a veterinarian.
University or school of life?

What do you find irritating in other
people?

Definitely school of life when it comes
to information security and IT.

Intentional carelessness.

Who was, or still is, your idol?

If your 20yr old self saw you now,
what would they think?

Idolization isn’t something that I’m
capable of. I may appreciate someone
for something specific that they
have done or may ask guidance from
someone on something that they are
an expert on, but I have never idolized
anyone.

She would think that I’ve become
much more than she thought she
could ever be.

Ambition or talent, what matters more
to success?

Listen to our most
recent podcast
episode here.

Depends on your definition of success.
If you define success by how high up
a ladder you’ve gone or how much
money you make, then ambition
matters more. If you define success by
what you have been able to create
or develop that has contributed to
society, then talent is what matters
more.
What would you like to own that you
don’t already?
A dog, but I’m allergic and travel too
much.
What is your biggest extravagance?
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